Absfract-Novel demodulator structures are derived for quasioptimal on-line demodulation of pulse-frequency modulated (PFM) signals in the presence of white Gaussian channel noise. The basic demodulator consists of a phase-locked loop with its integrators appropriately reset as each new pulse is received. This modulator
may be augmented with additional integrators and gain elements to achieve quasi-optimal demodulation with delay.
The quasi-optimal demodulation approaches optimal demodulation, in the minimum mean-square error sense, as the signal-tonoise ratio increases.
The various quasi-optimal receivers are derived by application of the extended Kalmsn filter theory to a state-space signal model.
IXTliol)UCTIOX"
In t his concise paper, the problem i{) he considered is (he q{l~si-optimnl den~fjdlll:i(ion of plllsc-fl,{,c~{lel~ry modlda ted (1'FN1 ) signals (frrxpteni ly referred to in the lit erat \IreM discmt e-freqilency modlllat ion or rwmpoilnd PA NI-FM ) in the presenre of acidi( ive whit e Gaussian channel dis( urhanccs, llxist ing I'k'hf dcnl(xilllat (JW,derived~lsing the classi(rrl freqllency rfmnaiu approach, consist of freqtlency detectors (with or wit boot feedh:wk ) or~hank of nlat ched fil(crs with means for scanning the o(lip!lt termin:ds [1 ] . These vrrrious denl(dul:~tors are only optimal in the sense thnt they sre the result of ntternpts (o :whieve the best inlprtlvement in sign:il-t o-noise r:lt i{). In tl,e disc~msi{)n to follow," ex(e,ldcxl I<:ilnla,l filter (Ile(,ry is applied to a staic-space nlodel of the l]FXI pro(wss {t) yield arl approximate on-line, nlirkinllml me:in-s(lu: ire erm)r ( N131Slt ) dw rnodldatf)r 
dP(tlt)
Czd,w -
= -P(tlt)hR-'h'P( t]t)T, dt
the solution of which is
The error covariance may now be obtained recursively as Fig. 1 suggest that above 25 dB the extended Kalman filter competes strongly with alternative and more complex schemes. The curves in Fig. 1 are analogous to curves of probability of error versus CNR often used. Instead of plotting the probability of error, the probability that the demodulated signal-to-noise ratio SXR (dB ) will lie below a certain level has been plotted.
SUBOPTIMAL DEMODULATION
Equations (5) and (8) could be implemented on-line without difficulty. However, to reduce the demodulator complexity, the time-varying gain given by (6) could be replaced by a suboptimal gain defined by K,(t) = PJ48R-I (21 ) where P, is some arbitrary constant, matrix and 
M. = hCd, COS {[w. + rf,h~; (t I t)]t}.

f',(t I f) = E[e, (t)e.T(t)].
(t ) ]t ) about & (t I t), we obtain e,(t) = -K, (t).W'e8(t) -K,(t) u(t).
(25)
By assuming that w.>> W', we obtain the following approximate differential equation for P, (/ I t):
dP. (t It) -= F(f)P, (t dt
where r(t) and
t) + P,(t I t) FT(t) +G(t)RGT(t)
The initial condition for (8) also applies to (26). The solution of (26) is where A(t. h) is the transition matrix of F (~) s:disfying A(f, to) =
F(t) A(t,to\, A(t&) = I.
The problem is now to determine the choice of P, which minimizes the steady-state suboptimal estimation error lim tr [P. (/~I t;+,-) ].
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The above analysis provides a rough guide only to the value of the minin~iziug P,. The only reliable method is to use Monte Carlo simulation tests.
Computer simulation studies have shown that if the correct, value of P, is chosen, the same performance can be achieved as that obtained~wing the~ain given in (6 )-(8 ). In practical applications, this would represent a considerable saving. Figs. 2 and 3 show how the performance varies as P, varies for two values of CNR. Note that the minimllm is sharper for high CA-R. In other words, under low-noise conditi(~ns, the demodulator performance is very sensitive to variations in 1', from 1he optimum. 
B. .Iferaorvj in the Channel
Most practical communications channels possess inherent dynamics. Ofteu the channel dynarni(s cau be n~odeled as :i linear, finite dirneusioual S,VS! em. In t hi. case, exl ended Kalulnu fill er theory may again be applied to achieve (l\l:~si-(}pt imal I'Fhl demodw lation, Further discussion of this topic is c,j,ltoiued in [ lo] .
C. Pre-Emphasis Filters
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gives rise to the possibility of improvement in performance using pre-emphrrsis.
D. Other Applications
The results developed here could be readily extended to other similar pulse communication systems, such w companded PAM systems and pulse-phase modulation systems.
